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Across

1 Inexperienced player 
(6)

4 Working mother goes 
out to get e-books as 
remembrance (8)

10 Try some acid after 
one gets among the 
wealthy (4,1,4)

11 Back leader of 
mujahideen to get more 
weapons (5)

12 Oil company 
enveloping old city in 
discharge (4)

13 Write bland note to 
radical leader in verse 
(10)

15 In dry surroundings, 
sponges left out with 
unwise haste (3,4)

16 City crazy about new 
trading centre (6)

19 Acted foolishly out 
West and made another 
just the same (6)

21 Native cross in 16 
district (7)

23 Confusing earl with 
duke - that's Edinburgh! 
(4,6)

25 League sides with 
note about jumper (4)

27 Author can go 
around Washington (5)

28 Aircraft helping birds 
flying south for winter 
(9)

29 Indian perhaps could 
crash the plane (8)

30 Thin airborne bar? 
(6)

Down

1 Starts to check on how 
stimulants hold some 
lives together (8)

2 One to prove wrong in 
very funny city (9)

3 Brought up facilities 
round cricket ground (4)

5 Test includes a small 
amount of data going 
round (7)

6 Possibly non-Italian 

reaction - very down-to-
earth (10)

7 Old key put on a 
pedestal (5)

8 Clocks Spooner's hats 
(6)

9 May possibly get in 
Southampton player's 
way (6)

14 Sunrise across the 
Channel reveals TV 
cleric (4,6)

17 A huge number have 
a month sick at home 
consuming nothing (9)

18 Awkward character 
gets up, happily 
receiving note (8)

20 You'll be lucky to see 
Watson and Holmes 
maybe failing to finish 
(5,2)

21 It's grand to get into 
the newly-wed game (6)

22 Spanish region 
without current 
fortification (6)

24 Let fool almost get 
into shelter (5)

26 A snake regularly 
seen under big 
earthwork (4)


